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Introduction
This is not a step-by-step tutorial, rather, we want to show how Global Illumination can be faked in
Bryce. As always there is more than one way. Newcomers to Bryce won't get a lot out of this tutorial.
This is meant as a warning.
Up to and including version 6.1, Bryce cannot handle GI. Create a mirror in Bryce and you see the
objects nearby reflected in it but if a light is in front of the mirror as well, the objects do not get lit by
that light because light is not reflected from any surface. Without reflected light, there is no GI.
Therefore, GI has to be faked. Rashad started the discussion about this and he used arrays of really
flat spot lights with soft edges to have surfaces generate light (which Bryce ought to reflect from
them).
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This method is very near to reality. Many spots are needed for each wall and the adjustment of the
light intensities is tricky. The picture above shows a successful render by Rashad.
David experimented with gels, nearly spherical panoramas, which he wrapped around radials to
project light to surfaces and made them appear as if they got reflected light and colours from other
surfaces — this is called Bake Light.
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This method is far from reality but it shows promising results, as the picture above shows. The
preparation work is extensive and to map the panoramas on the light sources tricky. It appears that
this method is the best choice for animations. The preparation time is less important than the time
needed to render all those frames that finally make up the movie.
Horo experimented with a specular convolved HDRI that shines from the outside through the walls to
get light generating walls.

This method is also far away from reality. First, a spherical panorama must be rendered, which has
then to be converted into an HDRI and finally specular convolved. This has to be done in an external
program and you will work on it blindly. The picture above shows a rather exaggerated result.
David finally found the method shown here. A gel — or rather a partly transparent filter, much like a
slide — is put in front of the camera. This method is not as straightforward as we would wish but it is
repeatable and not fiddly. Nevertheless, it is a method for seasoned Bryce users, novices might
struggle with it. So be warned.
Global Illumination faked
The principle is simple. An indoor scene is created. From this scene, an ambience map and a
reflection map are created. These maps serve as filter through which the camera sees the scene.
This view is rendered to produce the final picture.
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Original room

Reflection map

Ambience map

Result

The original room consists of four walls with different colours, a floor and a ceiling. On two cylinders,
there is a sphere each, both transparent. A third sphere is fully reflecting (a mirror ball). A fourth grey
sphere is near the floor. Then, there are two vertical grey cylinders and another one horizontal. The
room is lit by three radials. Nothing special, really. It is not necessary to render this scene (top left).
The reflection map and the ambient map have to be rendered and the result, of course.
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Preparing the files
Assuming the original scene was saved as myroom-orig, the same scene is saved (or copied)
another three times: once as myroom-reflect, once as myroom-ambient and finally as myroom-final.
This assures the original file is not inadvertently lost. This is the file we always start with.
Reflection map
The task of the reflection map is to transfer colours and specularity onto the scene. Therefore, all
materials have to be adapted accordingly. Now load myroom-reflect.

Set Ambient to white and Sky Dome to black and Sun/Moon Shadows to 100. Do not forget to
Disable Sun Light.
If sunlight shines into a room, it can be left enabled, of course. The same is true for Fog and Haze
settings. Here, everything is switched off.
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Set materials so that they glow. Never mind what sort of materials are used and which channels are
occupied with a texture: increase the values for Specularity, Metallicity and Reflection. Maybe values
of 50 suffice, sometimes more is needed; here, they are set to the max values. Ambience has to be
set to 0. Note that Metallicity transfers the colour.
Very important: the colour for Specular Halo has to be set to full white (R / G / B = 255 / 255 / 255).

Three identical spheres lit by a single radial. The only difference is the setting of Specular Halo. Now
it becomes obvious why full white 255 / 255 / 255 must be used. There is a dramatic difference
already with 254 / 254 / 254.
www.davidbrinnen.com
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Now, the lights must be set. Adjust the Intensity. The composite light must be set so that there are no
areas which are fully white. The preview is of no help here because it does not show how the render
will look. No need for the lights have to cast shadows.

The scene must be rendered Premium, better use 36 or 64 Rays per pixel. Blurry Reflections must be
selected — this assures that the reflecting surfaces will not turn into a mirror. It is important to
deselect Shadows in the Optics options. Also note that you might render with more than 16 Rays per
pixel. It takes longer but the final render looks better.
www.davidbrinnen.com
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Please note that Maximum Ray Depth is set to 3, not 6. This is sufficient and makes the render
faster. However, the field is greyed-out — a bug in Bryce. Set the Maximum Ray Depth to 3 and quit
the Render Options. Re-enter and deselect Shadows. This way, the setting is remembered.

16 Rays per Pixel, time to render x 1

64 Rays per Pixel, time to render x 4

If white spots pop up in the test render or if the brightest parts are not very bright: back to the Light
Lab and re-adjust the Intensity of the light(s).
Render and save result (still as myroom-reflect).
Ambient map
This should actually read ambient-light-map. The room should be lit uniformly; no part must become
fully white. At least 64 radials will be distributed randomly in the room. With Bryce 6, we have the
option Random Replicate. If you work with Bryce 5 or 5.5, you have to resort to Multi Replicate. This
distributes the lights evenly. You get a better result with randomly distributed lights.
Please load the file myroom-ambient into Bryce.
First, extinguish all existing lights. If, as in this example, the lights must be visible, reduce their
intensity and set Falloff to Squared. No existing light must spill light into the environment.
Create a radial and open the Light Lab. This radial will be replicated subsequently and we set the
values now in order to get them inherited. Set it to a low Intensity value, 2 or 3, with all the following
radials we will get enough light. Select also the Cast Shadows option and set Falloff to Linear.
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Now comes something special. Radials that are located close to a wall (or any object) shine too
strongly on it and a white blotch will be visible. This is averted by using an inverse Gradient. No light
directly at the position of the radial. The light shines brighter the more it spreads from the source — it
gets attenuated as well because of the Linear Falloff. Additionally, there won't be overly bright
regions in the room if two or more radials are at close proximity.
The left part of the Gradient is set to black, the right one to white. With the centre part, the behaviour
of the gradient can be fine adjusted. Possibly, the white at right will have to be reduced to a bright
grey later on. Set the Range to 20, higher values reduce the brightness slightly.
With Bryce 6.1 Random Replicate this radial. A Quantity of 63 will yield 64 radials. You can use more
radials but this will also make the render longer; do not use less than 64 lights because that is not
enough. The room is 500 x 500 x 500 Bryce Units, therefore the Boundary is set a bit smaller than
that. Do not forget to tick Collision Detect, we do not want more than one radial in one point in space
but evenly/randomly distributed all over the place.
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If you use Bryce 5.0 or 5.5 you have to resort to Multi Replicate. The settings shown create a slanted
spiral. Group them to make them fit into the room, then ungroup them again.
Regrettably, the distribution of the light is not so even with Multi Replicate than with Random
Replicate. Perhaps, one has to think about a bit to better distribute the light.

Random Replicate: left camera view, centre from top and right from one side.
Now, make a test render. No part must get fully white, just like the reflection map. The replicated
radials are still selected, add the first one to the selection. Adjust the intensity in the Light Lab and, if
necessary, make the white in the Gradient a shade of grey.
When satisfied, render and save as myroom-ambient. The Sky Lab settings are left unchanged (no
soft shadows), for the render options, Regular (normal AntiAliasing) is sufficient.
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The right render is not that much better than the left one. The right one takes 4.1 times as long as the
left one — 4 times more lights, no surprise.

Ambience map 64 radials

Ambience map 256 radials

For the right render, the light Intensity had to be reduced to a fourth: 0.75 — Intensity = 1, right
Gradient R/G/B = 192/192/192.
The Filter
We position the filter in front of the camera and render the final picture. Please open now myroomfinal. The maps Reflection and Ambient will be used as filter. First, we need a carrier for the filter: a
2D-Face in front of the camera. This 2D-Face will be given the maps as material and additionally a
mixer control. Depending on how the camera is positioned, placing the filter can be very tricky and
tedious. There is a camera position which makes things very easy, though.
www.davidbrinnen.com
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If the camera has any Rotate angle (X, Y, Z) not 0° as shown in the left hand part of the picture, save
the camera position and position it as shown at right. When the filter is in place, link the filter to the
camera and lock the 2D-Face. Grouping does not work here. Then go back to the saved position.
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Now, create a 2D-Face with the same aspect ratio as the document. The 2D-Face appears with
20.48 x 20.48 BU and this size will nicely do for a square aspect ratio. If the document is e.g. 800 x
600 pixels, set the size to 16 x 12 BU. The filter should be small and near the camera. The best place
is at the perimeter of the camera symbol. Move the 2D-Face in front of the camera until the edges
exactly fit with the edge of the document.
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The filter is grey but we need a slide. The Ambient channels A, B, C and the Transparency channel A
are used. Load the rendered picture myroom-reflect into channel A and the picture myroom-ambient
into channel B. Channel C will have a texture that has yet to be created. Do not forget to tick Blend
Transparency as only option in the material options.

Both maps are loaded, now we create the mixer. Open the Deep Texture Editor (DTE). As colours for
the first and only component (component 1) we put white into the first and black into the middle and
lower swatch. The lower colour is not important because we select RGB Linear Interpol2. Only the
alpha mask [A] is used, no colour [C] and bump [B]. The combination is set to None as well.
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The Noise is set to Nothing and Standard, 0 Octaves, Frequency around 100 and 2D.
The texture has to be filtered. We select Abs(aX+b) and set the variables approximately to the values
shown in the centre picture (a about 1, a bit low with 0.87 in the example).

This filter is the mixer which permits to adjust the influence of the maps against each other. The left
filter setting results in a dark texture for component 1 and favours the picture in channel A — the
reflection-light map; the right one results in a bright texture which gives preference to the ambientlight map in channel B. The easiest way to adjust the mixer is by moving the mouse pointer into the
screen of the oscilloscope then press the mouse button and move the mouse left and right.
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The three example renders show the effect: left a = 0.00 (reflection-light map), centre a = 1.00
(blended 50% / 50%), right a = 2.00 (ambient-light map).
Final Render
For the final render, sky, lights and the render options have to be set. In the Sky Lab, select Soft
Shadows, all other controls can be left unchanged.

In the Light Lab too, Cast Shadows and Soft Shadows must be selected. Maybe the Intensity of the
lights will need some adjustment.
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We render Premium with Soft Shadows. Of course, you could render with less than 64 Rays per pixel
but after all this labour it would be a pity to save here because of a bit of time. 64 rays per pixel need
four times as long as 16 rays per pixel but the difference is obvious and well worth the while.

Reflection map rendered with 16 rays/pix.
Result rendered with 16 rays/pix.

Reflection map rendered with 64 rays/pix.
Result rendered with 64 rays/pix.

Picture / Render Left picture, time to render Right picture, time to render
myroom-orig

00:38

00:38

myroom-reflect

02:40

10:48

myroom-ambient

03:57

03:57

myroom-final

05:50

22:36

13:05

37:59

Total
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The times to render shown are for the original size of 600 x 600 pixels. Here, the pictures are resized
to 350 x 350. The differences are more obvious in the original size.
Winding down
The example we elaborated on here is a room with highly saturated colours on the walls to show the
effect. The picture at the beginning shows that this method also works for outdoor scenes. It also
works for rooms with mixed light — when sunlight shines into a room lit by artificial light.
Nobody claims that this is the only or the best method there is to fake GI in Bryce. We present this
method because everything can be done in Bryce and, all considered, needs only a moderate time to
render. Also, there is no need to tediously place additional lights, Random Replicate handles this and
it even looks natural.
The method is comparatively simple and it is repeatable. We could not present a step-by-step tutorial
because there are still several variables which have to be adjusted according to the scene
contemplated. We attempted to explain on what considerations this method is based.
Two Examples
Both examples have the initial scene on top left, the reflection map at top right, the ambient map at
lower left and the final render at lower right.

The upper image was rendered by Horo with 36 rays per pixel with a size of 1600 x 1200 pixels. The
ambient map with 128 radials needed a bit over 21 hours, the reflection map was swiftly finished in
www.davidbrinnen.com
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2¾ hours and the final render needed another 19¼ hours, approximately 43 hours in total. The sun
was dimmed for the maps and the light in the pool adjusted. The filter was set for 60% reflection map
and 40% ambient map. This example shows that this method works also for mixed light (sun &
radials) and water.

This impressive example was rendered by David. The effect of Global Illumination is more obvious for
scenes in a small room and this is in accordance with what we observe in reality.
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